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ABSTRACT This paper presents a novel approach to learning predictive motor control via ‘‘mental
simulations’’. The method, inspired by learning via mental imagery in natural Cognition, develops in two
phases: first, the learning of predictivemodels based on data recorded in the interactionwith the environment;
then, at a deferred time, the synthesis of inverse models via offline episodic simulations. Parallelism with
human-engineered control-theoretic workflow (mathematical modeling the direct dynamics followed by
optimal control inversion) is established. Compared to the latter human-directed synthesis, the mental
simulation approach increases autonomy: a robotic agent can learn predictive models and synthesize inverse
ones with a large degree of independence. Human modeling is still needed but limited to providing efficient
templates for the forward and inverse neural networks and a few other directives. One could consider these
templates as the efficient brain network typologies that evolution produced to permit live beings quickly
and efficiently learning. The structure of the neural networks —both forward and inverse ones— is made of
interpretable ‘‘local models’’, which follows the cerebellar organization (and are also similar to local model
approaches known in the literature). We demonstrate the learning of a first-roundmodel (contrasted toModel
Predictive Control) for lateral vehicle dynamics. Then, we demonstrate a second learning iteration, where
the forward/inverse neural models are significantly improved.

INDEX TERMS Mental simulation, neural networks, optimal control, predictive control, vehicle dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION
Today the predominant approach for developing self-driving
cars relies on the careful engineering of behaviors carried out
by expert human designers [1]–[3], where motion planning,
decision making, and control follow a symbolic representa-
tion of the environment, which is populated by the perception
system.

In this scheme, Artificial Intelligence (AI) may be used
for perception, where the power of deep learning out-
classes other approaches in vision-based object detection
and classification. Deep neural networks are not immune to
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problems [4]–[6], which stem from being a quite opaque
black box component but, because of the unparalleled perfor-
mance, they tend to be accepted for the ‘‘perception layer’’.
Conversely, behavior planning, decision making, and control
are human-engineered because the system must be explain-
able, and control-theoretic methods can be used to guarantee
formal properties, such as safety and stability. These systems
are capable of dealing very well with the situations that were
considered by the human designer but tend to lack autonomy:
occasionally, situations not foreseen at the design stage may
leave the system incapable of acceptable action [7]–[11].

A central aspect of autonomy, in Robotics and Artificial
Cognition, is the ability of a system to behave correctly in
situations that were not programmed previously. Given the
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outstanding performance of ‘‘AI’’ technologies in perception,
one might wonder whether some form of Artificial Intelli-
gence —or, better, Artificial Cognition— could help develop
more robust and flexible behavior. However, the advantages
of traditional approaches, such as explainability and inter-
pretability, should be preserved.

One recent notable example of ‘‘AI’’ in driving is [12],
which demonstrated a deep neural network capable of lane
following in traffic. Differently than the above human-coded
approaches, the network is trained end-to-end via expert
human driver examples.

Whether end-to-end approaches can be generalized to
produce an agent capable of driving in general contexts
was considered in [13], but unsuccessfully, because of the
vastness of nuanced situations and examples that would be
required (‘‘simple imitation of a large number of expert
demonstrations is not enough to create a capable and reliable
self-driving technology’’). In the same study, a way to go
beyond pure imitation and generate a more comprehensive set
of examples via perturbations of the human demonstrations
was proposed as an alternative (‘‘ChauffeurNet: learns by
synthesizing suitable training data via perturbations of the
expert driven trajectory’’).

In the domain of Robotics and Artificial Cognitive Sys-
tems, the EUHorizon 2020Dreams4Cars project [14] studied
a learning approach inspired by human wake-sleep/dream
cycles. At wake state, an agent collects data used for train-
ing predictive models of the world at various levels of
abstractions (a.k.a. ‘‘forward models’’). Then, offline (at
sleep/dream state), the same agent synthesizes ‘‘inverse mod-
els’’ for control and behaviors via, respectively, embodied
simulations (low-level detailed simulations) and episodic
simulations (higher-level more abstract simulations). The
first step —construction of forward models— is a supervised
training phase where input-output pairs are either the sensory
effects that follow specific motor commands or the states
of the environment that usually follow previously observed
states. The second step —synthesis of inverse models—
is an unsupervised learning phase where the forward net-
works are inverted in a set of ad hoc generated episodes.
Compared to the perturbation idea mentioned above, this
method is more general (also Dreams4Cars was proposed
earlier) and does not need any human demonstration. The
agent is potentially autonomous in exploring the world, mak-
ing its predictive models, and then exploiting these models
for efficient synthesis of control and behaviors carried out
offline in a self-created simulated safe sandbox environment
(the dreams).

A. WHAT THIS PAPER IS (AND IS NOT) ABOUT
This paper illustrates a novel learning paradigm —learning
via mental simulations [15] — which is inspired by ‘‘wake-
sleep’’ cycles. Although this process may be carried out
at various behavioral levels, the focus here is on learning
low-level motor control. The method is illustrated with

reference to the domain of autonomous driving, which was
the application area of Dreams4Cars.

As said, learning via mental simulations develops in two
phases: learning of predictive models, with data collected in
the ‘‘wake’’ state, and synthesis of control, at a ‘‘sleep’’ state.
Notably, these two steps parallel control-theoretic methods
consisting of developing mathematical direct-dynamics mod-
els and their use in the synthesis of controller —specifically
optimal controllers.1

Across the paper, we establish the similarity of the two pro-
cesses to explain the proposed method in a familiar concep-
tual framework. The similarities guide the understanding of
the method and help strengthen its validity (i.e., the workflow
is well-proven).

Learning via mental simulation depart from traditional
control-theoretic approaches because ad-hoc neural networks
replace analytical plant models and because episodic simula-
tions are used to train neural networks that enact inverse mod-
els, which functionally replace optimal control and predictive
control. Of course, these two differences are intended and
motivated by the desire of developing a robot able to improve
its abilities autonomously, at least in part.

Drawing parallelism between control-theoretic methods
and the new learning paradigm necessarily leads to some
quantitative comparisons. However, they must not be inter-
preted here as performance-wise comparisons of the two
different methods. We do not claim that learning via mental
simulations outclasses traditional methods in terms of abso-
lute performance (to do this, a great effort should be spent
to optimize one application, and this would draw attention
away from the core of this paper, which is the illustration of
the learning paradigm).

1) CONTRIBUTION IN DETAIL
The contribution illustrates how an artificial driving agent can
first learn a neural network model of the vehicle dynamics
and then use that model to synthesize a predictive neural
controller (Section III).

This method is contrasted (functionally, not in terms
of absolute performance) with the traditional workflow
used for developing a Model Predictive Controller (MPC)
(Section IV).

The parallelism with the traditional workflow is further
enhanced by using interpretable neural networks so that the
final agent is an explainable white box.

In the second part, the paper illustrates how the
forward-inverse models can be progressively extended along
with the agent’s life —ideally following the ‘‘wake-sleep’’
cycles— (Section V).

Finally, this method is opposed to control-theoretic
methods and Reinforcement Leaning in Section VI.

1Incidentally, one might argue that engineers unwittingly developed this
process as the empowerment of their innate biological process: i.e., with
mathematics, they found ways to produce superb predictive models and
effective ways for their optimal control.
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II. RELATED WORK
A. DEEP LEARNING FOR VEHICLE CONTROL
A survey of Deep Learning methods for vehicle control
has been recently proposed [16]. The review acknowledges
two broad categories: supervised learning and reinforcement
learning.

Supervised learning approaches consist of training a (deep)
neural network by giving expert driver demonstration exam-
ples, such as, e.g., the end-to-end system mentioned in the
introduction [12]. One problem of this approach is the vast-
ness and diversity of the training set necessary ‘‘to train a
generalisable model which can drive in all different environ-
ments’’. Another recently discovered issue is the so-called
causal confusion, i.e., the inability to grasp the ‘‘causal struc-
ture of the interaction between the expert and the environ-
ment’’ [17]. Finally, end-to-end trained networks are little
explainable [18]. For example, the features that most con-
tribute to the steering action can be visualized [19]. However,
human actions are often a superintended choice between
different affordances [20], [21]. This explanation level is
missing. It remains unclear which alternative actions may
have been evaluated and why they have been discarded (we
argue this shortfall is also related to the above-mentioned lack
of causal understanding).

Reinforcement Learning (RL) approaches follow biologi-
cal inspirations of the putative method for action discovery
in the animal reign [22]. Instead of providing context-action
examples, RL discovers and optimizes actions via (essen-
tially) trial and error. For this, criteria for assessing the suc-
cess and goodness of actions must be provided in place of
context-action pair examples. When the dimensionality of
state and action spaces is large, the trial and error approach
tends to be very slow and sample inefficient [23]. Reinforce-
ment Learning is an approach that discovers optimal con-
trol strategies by testing actions and observing the rewards.
In principle, hence, it does not need a model of the plant. This
feature is a strength of the approach because models may not
always be available or might need a human modeler to be
engineered (hence an agent would not learn in autonomy).
However, the same feature may also be a weakness: if the
plant is a physical system, testing actions on the real system
may be dangerous, and training must be carried out in a
simulation environment in any case, re-introducing the need
for a plant model and raising the issue of transferring the
policy to the real system. The need for creating plant models
as a safe environment for training significantly reduces the
advantage of Reinforcement Learning as a direct optimal
control approach. Furthermore, if a model is required to
create a safe training environment, that same model could be,
in principle, exploited in a much more efficient way than trial
and error. So far, no example of high-quality low-level vehicle
control transferred to real vehicles is given in [16].

A notable work related to the notion of learning with
self-instantiated simulations (which potentially tackles the
safe sandbox issue mentioned above) is [24]. In this work,
a predictive model of a car racing game is first learned and

then used within a Reinforcement Learning scheme (this
work will be part of the discussion in Section VI).
In a different domain (hydraulic plants), one example of

the use of neural networks for the control of highly nonlinear
and difficult-to-model systems is given in [25]. The study
adopts a neural network to estimate the discrepancy between
the plant and a nominal plant model. In this respect, the idea
is similar to the augmentation method of Section V-A2.b. The
neural network is a fully connected nonlinear multi-layer per-
ceptron. For the controller synthesis, the network is manipu-
lated symbolically (symbolic gradients) and integrated into a
robust integral of the sign of the error (RISE) control scheme.
The manipulation of the network is another example that if a
learned model is available, it can be fruitfully exploited for
control (compared to model-free approaches).

B. LEARNING VIA MENTAL SIMULATION
Human beings (and many animals) exhibit intelligent behav-
iors that go beyond reactive state-action associations.

A distinctive characteristic of intelligence is the ability to
evaluate the consequences of several potential and alterna-
tive actions without actually executing them [26] in order to
choose among the available alternatives [27] and intentionally
navigating the affordance landscape for long-term goals [20].
Also, a remarkable advantage of this form of mental simula-
tion is safely testing the consequences of actions that might
be dangerous if carried out in the reality [26].

Furthermore, mental simulation abilities extend beyond
this simple prediction of the course of action. They include
the ability to imagine —at a deferred time— hypothetical
situations to develop action strategies for them in advance.
This ability allows acting correctly in conditions not met
before without needing time to carry out mental simu-
lations at that moment, which might be a time-critical
context [15], [28].

The various forms of mental simulations are enabled by
prior learning of internal neural predictive models [29] and
the generation of hypothetical episodes [15].

Hence, while simulations can be carried out inline
(i.e., during actions), mental simulations can also be carried
out offline (i.e., at a deferred time) to prepare ‘‘inverse mod-
els’’ for behavior and control, including for yet hypothetical
situations.

For a more in-depth discussion on the utility of offline
mental simulations, see [28]; for a discussion of different
learning mechanisms at sleep/dream, see also [30].

C. TRADITIONAL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
Many automated vehicle functions, from lane-keeping assis-
tance to autonomous driving, require controlling the lateral
dynamics of a vehicle to produce the desired path. Three
general reviews concerned with motion planning and control
have already been mentioned [1]–[3].

Given the desired path, there are several methods to pro-
duce vehicle control for that path (e.g., [2, Section V]). The
method that is more relevant for this paper is model predictive
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FIGURE 1. Traditional vs Cognitive approach workflows.

control (MPC) [31]–[34]. With MPC, a human-engineered
mathematical model of the vehicle dynamics, usually formed
by ordinary differential equations, is employed to solve
a receding-horizon optimal control problem, returning the
instantaneous (and future) control. Detailed models of vehi-
cle dynamics may be nonlinear, which poses convergence
issues and computational burden to MPC. An often-used
workaround consists of linearizing the equations online in
the current operating conditions, reducing to a linear but
time-varying (LTV) MPC problem [35], which ensures fast
online computation, guaranteed convergence, and stability.
Piecewise linear models may also be used for the same
purpose.

Apart from the linearization, one should note that the
original mathematical model itself, to be tractable, brings
about many necessary simplifications. For example, it adopts
almost always the classical bicycle simplification, and tire
models are not known precisely as the Newtonian dynamics
of the chassis.

The steering actuator dynamics may add additional
complexity. It is a complex mechatronic system that (just
like tires) is not easily modeled from basic principles and
may, instead, be modeled with a data-driven approach (for
example, [33]; see also Appendix).

Hence, even without considering linearization, the vehi-
cle model forming the foundation of MPC is approximate.
Furthermore, the model parameters have to be identified,
which may not be a trivial task, and state observers (for
example, side slip observer) may also be necessary.

III. LEARNING VIA MENTAL SIMULATION
Fig. 1 gives an overview of how learning predictive control
via mental simulation is implemented (Fig. 1, right), and how
it is similar to the traditional workflow (Fig. 1, left). They
both involve two distinct activities.

1) The model of the plant is learned. In the traditional
approach, this is the development of the plant dynam-
ics model. The model describes the forward dynamics
(hence the name of ‘‘forward model’’), e.g., predicting
the trajectory produced with a given steering/gas/brake
command. In the machine learning case, the model
is a trained neural network, with a particular archi-
tecture. In the traditional case, the model is, usually,
a set of ordinary differential equations with parameter
values.

2) The model of the inverse dynamics is synthesized.
In the traditional approach, this corresponds to devel-
oping a model predictive controller (MPC). The model
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describes the inverse dynamics (hence the name of
‘‘inversemodel’’), e.g., returning the steering/gas/brake
input necessary to pursue a future desired trajectory.
In the machine learning case, the inverse model is
a neural network again. A difference between the
two is that the neural network is trained offline via
episodic (mental) simulations, whereas MPC is solved
inline. In both cases, the inversion process takes signif-
icant advantages of the previously developed predictive
models so that inversion is more efficient than trial and
error exploration.

A. LEARNING FORWARD MODELS
Learning forward models can be broken into three phases:
1) modeling, 2) training, and 3) evaluation (Fig. 1, top right).
To refine the model these can be iterated. Similar phases exist
for the traditional process (Fig. 1, top left).

1) MODELING
Neural networks can model discrete-time causal dynamical
systems. At first glance, the two most apparent network
architectures are shallow recurrent networks and shallow
feed-forward networks.

In the case of a recurrent network, internal states x exist,
and the network essentially learns a discrete-time dynamical
system of the type xt+1 = F(xt ,ut ) and yt = G(xt ,ut )
where y are the network outputs, u the inputs, t the discrete
time and F(·) and G(·) are functions learned by the network.
One simple implementation of this type may be obtained with
a basic recurrent layer followed by a single or multi-layer
perceptron, implementing respectively F(·) and G(·).

In the alternative case of a feed-forward network, no inter-
nal state exist, and the network computes the output given
a sufficiently long history (n) of past inputs, i.e., of the
type:

yt = F(ut ,ut−1, . . . ,ut−n). (1)

Both solutions are general-purpose networks that may
approximate any input-output map to any degree of accu-
racy, given sufficient size of the recurrent states x or suf-
ficient dimensions of the hidden layers of the feed-forward
networks.

However, just because they are entirely generic, they are
not as efficient as possible in learning the particular types
of functions holding for physical systems. In [23], Botvinick
points out how networks that are biased toward particular
types of functions deploy greater ‘‘sampling efficiency’’.
Properly biased networks have fewer parameters than unbi-
ased ones, which are best focused on what is necessary
to approximate the system. A similar conclusion is found
in [36], where neural networks with structure informed by
the physical problem are more robust, accurate, and efficient
than general-purpose networks.

a: FEED-FORWARD NETWORKS WITH STRUCTURE
Artificial networks can be shaped by the human designer
with the choice of an appropriate network topology following
physical insight.

One first technique is recognizing the superposition of
effects. A feed-forward network that models K independent
effects, can be written as follows:

yt = F1(u1,t ,u1,t−1, . . . ,u1,t−n)

+ . . .+ FK (uK ,t ,uK ,t−1, . . . ,uK ,t−n). (2)

This decomposition takes advantage of the fact that the
individual effects Fi(·) have inputs ui that usually are small
size subsets of all the system inputs u.
In the Newtonian dynamics, the acceleration of a

multi-body system is the superposition of the individual
forces. Each force has its distinct causes (for example,
the brake force depends on the brake pedal pressure but not on
the gas pedal pressure [36]). Decomposing the plant into the
combination of simpler sub-plants (the force effects), each
with reduced dimensionality input, is a very efficient and
robust modeling approach [36]. This structuring form needs
only the little physical insight required to tell which forces
act on the system and their causes ui. So, the total number
of parameters in (2) is usually significantly smaller than
in (1) because the Fi operate on reduced dimension subsets
of u [36], [37].

A second technique for shaping a neural network model
consists of interpolating the output of M parallel models as
follows:

yt = φ1(x)F1(u1,t , . . . ,u1,t−n)

+ . . .+ φM (x)FM (uM ,t , . . . ,uM ,t−n), (3)

where theFimay bemodels like (1) or individual components
of (2), weighted according to φi(x), where x is a convenient
set of states.

There are various possibilities of implementation with (3),
depending on how functions φi(x) are realized. One option
is that the φi(x) are functions with local support, i.e., φi(x)
is non-zero only in a neighbourhood of a given point xi.
In this case (3) is the combination of local models. The
neighbourhood is also called a ‘‘receptive field’’ (a term that
actually comes from biology), while the φi(x) may be also
called ‘‘activation functions’’ or ‘‘validity functions’’.

In local model approximations, the functions φi(x)
may be subject of learning together with the individual
sub-models Fi. This is, for example, the case of meth-
ods like the locally weighted projection regression (LWPR)
algorithm [38], or of the local linear model trees
(LOLIMOT) [39].

As an alternative, the receptive fields φi(x) may be
pre-defined (based on some prior knowledge) and only the Fi
are learned. This may be the case of so called channel coding
approaches, in which individual channels partition the state
space x [40]–[43].
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There are advantages and disadvantages to both
approaches. On one side, adaptive receptive fields favor
incremental learning and contribute to better approximations
by gathering the receptive fields where needed. On the
other hand, we argue that, if modeling is driven by physical
insight, it may be preferable to maintain some control over
the meaning of the space x and its partition [43]. Also,
learning individual sub-models Fi is less affected by imbal-
anced data-sets if the learning domain is partitioned. One
example of local models with fixed receptive fields is given
in [36], [37] where the drive-line sub-models are learned for
different gears independently.

The local models Fi may be linear, i.e.:

Fi(·) = bi + wi,1ui,t + . . .+ wi,nui,t−n, (4)

where bi are possible biases and wi the finite impulse
response (FIR) coefficients of the approximated dynamical
system. So, with (4), (3) is also known as an NFIR scheme
(N models of FIR type). A comparison of NFIR with other
schemes such as NARX (N models with autoregressive,
AR, component) may be found in [44]; for a comparison
of (3) with recurrent networks and fully connectedmulti-layer
perceptrons see also [36].

b: SIMILARITY WITH CEREBELLAR NETWORKS
It is interesting to note that cerebellar networks implement a
similar —but more sophisticated— principle of combination
of sub-models.

Fig. 2 shows schematicwiring of two elementary cerebellar
filters. The output —now scalar— of one filter, say y1,t is
produced by one Purkinje cell, that computes the weighted
sum of the signals found on the parallel fibres pi,t , i.e.,
y1,t = λ1 p1,t + . . . + λNpN ,t . The weights λi can be
adapted quickly through training signals carried by climbing
fibers (not shown) [45]. Each parallel fiber is the axon of one
Granular cell, which receives input signals from the Mossy
fibers. Mossy fibres may carry the same scalar signal sampled
at different past times (delayed copies of that signal) such as,
e.g., u1,t , . . . , u1,t−n as well as signals of different types such
as, e.g., u1, u2 etc. These signals may have various origins,
representing sensory data, brain states, and motor commands.

FIGURE 2. Cerebellar neural network wiring from [29].

However, each Granular cell receives a limited number of
inputs. For example the granular cell in the middle of Fig. 2
receives only the scalar inputs u1, u3. Thus, the Granular
cells individually operate as detectors of ‘‘relatively simple
contexts’’ [29] and their output may be written as pi,t =
Fi(ui) where vector ui collects all relevant scalar inputs (e.g.,
u2 = {u1, u3} for cell number 2). The functions pi,t =
Fi(ui), also called basis functions may be nonlinear. Each
Purkinje cell may receive input from as many as one million
parallel fibers, thus learning to combine a vast number of
basis functions. The same parallel fiber serves many Purkinje
cells. A final mechanism that allows increasing the network
computation complexity is given by cross inhibitions with the
Golgi cells. This way, the signal on one parallel fiber can
inhibit the output of another Granular cell/fiber, in practice
realizing the context-related activation/inhibition equivalent
to the functions φ(x).

c: A NEURAL LTV MODEL FOR VEHICLE LATERAL DYNAMICS
We now use the principles above for constructing a neural
network capable of learning a Linear Time-Varying (LTV)
model of a vehicle’s lateral dynamics (see [36], [37] for a
different example).

Physical inspiration for organizing the network connectiv-
ity can be obtained from the analysis that precedes classical
mathematical modeling, e.g., in [46]. The primary goal is
to note the causal input (steering angle causing side forces
on tires) and the time-varying parameters that influence the
dynamics (velocity). A secondary goal is also to under-
stand assumptions and simplifications to reveal other possible
inputs and nonlinear phenomena. For example, this leads to
note that, besides tires, other forces might affect the lateral
dynamics. A list should count lateral wind, gravity gradients
within roads with lateral inclination, lateral component of
the traction force in steered wheels, yaw moment caused
by differential traction of right/left wheels, vehicle asym-
metries, and others. Concerning the nonlinear phenomena,
tires nonlinear characteristics, the influence of traction forces,
and geometric nonlinearities are prominent. This plethora
of aspects that would require individual sub-models eluci-
dation in the traditional approach (traditional models are,
for this reason, always a trade-off between complexity and
modeled details), need here to be annotated only in terms of
input-output and linear-nonlinear characteristics.

The process of developing a neural network model can be
carried out incrementally. As a first step, one can start with a
simple model, e.g., a network producing a linear time-varying
system parametric in the velocity. The network may be later
augmented (Section V) to account for nonlinearities and addi-
tional inputs that have been noted but not used in the first
round.

Now, let the input be the steering wheel angle δ and the
output be the curvature κ of the vehicle trajectory (κ is
the lateral acceleration ÿ divided by the square traveling
velocity v2, i.e., κ = ÿ/v2).
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An inspiring traditional mathematical model that helps
defining an initial network structure may be the single-track
model [46, Chapter 3]. In terms of input-output frequency
response it reads as in [46, Equation (3.87)’], i.e., with some
adaptations:

κ(s) =
G0

1+ Av2
1+ T1(v)s+ T2(v)s2

1+ b1(v)s+ b2(v)s2
, (5)

which is a second order transfer function with poles, zeros
and gain that are function of the velocity (v).

This dynamical system is approximated with an NFIR
model enacted by a network with the connectivity shown
in Fig. 3, where branch ‘‘1’’ computes M linear models of
type (4) and branch ‘‘2’’ computes the M activation func-
tions φi(v) which, in turn, are modeled with:

φi(v) =
1

1+ Av2
3

(
v− vi
1v

)
, (6)

where vi are the centres of the receptive fields, 1v the recep-
tive fields radius and3(·) is the Heaviside Lambda function:
3(x) = max(1 − |x|, 0). The scaling factor 1 + Av2, with
learnable A, is introduced to conveniently represent the com-
mon under steering gradient (A) effect. With (6) the network
in Fig. 3 interpolates linearly between the impulse responses
learned at the receptive field centres vi.

FIGURE 3. Neural network connectivity for LTV lateral dynamics.

2) TRAINING (OF THE FORWARD NETWORK)
Forward models are trained via supervised learning. For the
collection of the training sets {δ, v} −→ {κ = ÿ/v2} there are
several possibilities.

In principle, one might borrow the human approach, espe-
cially infants, when facing an unknown object or plant,
i.e., motor babbling: the plant is stimulated with small input
to observe its reaction, beginning to create input-output pairs.
With careful execution, this approach allows bootstrapping
ab initio a model of a plant that can be gradually enriched by
probing wider and wider stimuli sets, e.g., [47].

While this approach is conceptually interesting, a quicker
start is possible for an autonomous vehicle because a car can
be driven with a simple controller, or manually, to produce
command-response examples representative of the control
task to be solved.

In Dreams4Cars, there were two test vehicles: a research
platform based on a small electric vehicle and a production
vehicle, which was a Jeep Renegade. The latter is consid-
ered here. It was driven on a safe test track (GPS 45.0098,
7.5604) using the lane-keeping assistance function with a
modified steering actuator to collect the training sets. The
‘‘requested steering wheel angle’’ command (input to the
modified steering actuator) was logged together with the pro-
duced steering wheel angle and the output vehicle dynamics
(yaw rate, accelerations, velocity). The same vehicle was also
modeled in the IPG CarMaker2 environment for development
and software/hardware in the loop testing —in the follow-
ing referred as ‘‘model in the loop’’ (MIL). The CarMaker
vehicle model is a multi-body system, with many degrees
of freedom, parametrized with design data known by the
manufacturer. Its dynamics is significantly more complex
than typical single-track models used for control design. The
real-world experiments and the fidelity of the MIL simula-
tions are discussed in Appendix .

However, for the rest of the paper, we carried out ad hoc
new CarMaker simulations that allowed developing the many
variations presented below. For these, we used a slightly
different simulated vehicle, without the confusing steering
actuator (see discussion in Appendix). The simulations of
this paper are referred below as ‘‘virtual vehicle’’ to make
a distinction with Dreams4Cars MIL.

a: TRAINING AND VALIDATION SETS
Table 1 lists the data sets (labeled: 1-7) used in this paper and
obtained by driving the virtual vehicle in CarMaker with an
initial version of the controller.

The training and validation sets span different types of
scenarios and track-layouts, as described in the following.

There are two ‘‘highway’’ scenarios with random traffic:
1 is a low-density traffic situation used in the training set and
7 is a higher density traffic case used in the validation set. The
road layout is a hypothetical two-lanes oval with two long
straights and two 500 m radius curves. The agent overtakes
slower vehicles when possible in the straights ( [48] begin-
ning at time 3:53). Lane changes, and related trajectories,
are different in the training and validation set. Furthermore,
because of denser/slower traffic, the speed interval (v range)
of the two is different.

There are also four ‘‘safety-center’’ scenarios. They cor-
respond to the virtual version of the test track mentioned
above (Fiat Centro Sicurezza, CascinaMellano, Torino, Italy;
see also [48] beginning at time 3:29). The scenarios/data
labeled 2, 3, and 4 are part of the training set; 6 is part of
the validation set. The track is a two-lane road without traffic
that is driven at an average speed (3 and 6), slow speed (2),
and fast (4). There are several curves with different radius
(the sharpest one is 60 m radius). Cases 3 and 6 are different

2https://ipg-automotive.com/products-services/simulation-software/
carmaker/
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TABLE 1. Training and validation sets.

because, albeit the speed is the same, in 3 there is Gaussian
noise superimposed to the steering wheel command.

The ‘‘square track’’ 5 is a hypothetical square path with
four curves of increasing curvature, with the radius as small
as 20 m. There is no traffic. This scenario is only present in
the training set.

The ‘‘lane change’’ 8 is a two-lanes straight road where
the vehicle is initially traveling at 90 km/h and must pass
between two standing vehicles: the first on the left lane and
the second on the right lane 50 m ahead. For the lane change,
the agent modulates the speed significantly. This scenario is
not present in the training set.

Overall the training set spans the speed interval of
30− 120 km/h with lateral accelerations that slightly exceed
the typical acceleration used by humans in curves [49], [50],
up to 4.5 m/s2. Phases with significant longitudinal accel-
eration, within the typical range of normal human driving
styles [49], are also present.

b: REGULARIZATION AND RELATION WITH LEAST SQUARE
FIR ESTIMATION
In essence, the neural network of Fig. 3 models the linearised
lateral dynamics by learning the impulse response parametric
in the velocity v. The training is carried out with stochas-
tic gradient descent algorithms that minimize a given loss
function. As long as the network remains linear (nonlinear
augmentation is discussed in the following) and the loss
function is the default mean square loss, the training goal
is equivalent to a least-square fit. Least-square estimation of
FIR models may be noisy and require regularization. This is
well explained theoretically in [51], [52].

In deep learning frameworks, several methods are available
for regularization: dropout layers, L2 regularization, custom
loss functions and use of validation sets. Dropout with small
probability may be used to counter high-frequency noise.
L2 regularization may be used to minimize the magnitude
of the FIR coefficients and, with some expedient (threading
input and output over given weights vector), it is also possible
to minimize the FIR coefficients with exponentially decaying
weights, such as in [51, Equation 26], which works for stable

systems. Custom loss functions offer the maximum freedom
to regularise, for example, penalizing the derivatives of the
output to impose smoothness (e.g., implementing the equiva-
lent of cited kernel methods). Finally, stochastic descent algo-
rithms can mitigate over-fitting by measuring the network’s
performance on a secondary test data —the validation set,
which is not otherwise used for training— in such a way that
only the training steps that improve it are finally retained.
This rejects noise that happens to be different in the training
and validation sets. The first three approaches require the
definition of regularization hyperparameters (dropout prob-
ability, L2 weights, custom loss terms). The latter does not
(see [51], [52] for optimal hyperparameters choice).

In the examples presented in this paper, the impulse
response is relatively short (1.5 s corresponding to 30 samples
at 20 Hz rate), the CarMaker environment data have little
noise, and the regularization issue is not severe. In practice,
of the regularization approaches mentioned above, it was
sufficient to use only the latter method (the validation test
data).

3) EVALUATION
a: TRAINED NETWORKS
Table 2 lists the performance metrics of two trained networks
evaluated on the validation set.3 The first is a single impulse
response model (M = 1). The second (M = 3) interpolates
between three impulse responses with receptive field centres
at v1 = 0, v2 = 19m/s, v3 = 38m/s, and with1v = 19m/s.
Table 2 reports the fraction of variance left unexplained

by the models (FVU) and the root mean square error of the
predicted curvature (RMSE). Both are better for M = 3.
Since there is virtually no sensor noise in the CarMaker
environment, these figures must be interpreted as the approx-
imation when modeling the CarMaker virtual vehicle.

Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) is also reported. It is
an information-theoretic criterion that weights model accu-
racy versus model complexity. It is commonly used for model

3The table lists also the metrics of the Single Track classical model, which
is commented later.
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TABLE 2. Trained models performance metrics (on the Validation set).

selection (the lower, the better) [53]. Given two models,
the quantity exp((1AIC)/2) is the relative likelihood of the
two. Hence modelM = 3 is the most likely.
Fig. 4, which shows the impulse response of the latter at

two different velocities, reveals that the shape of the impulse
response varies. The overall magnitude also varies because of
the under-steering gain (1/(1+Av2)). So, the model (M = 3)
is an LTV model that adapts to velocity both in magnitude
and shape of the impulse response, which corresponds to
the variation of both gain and poles/zeros in (5). Network
(M = 1) would be a simpler LTV model adapting only in
magnitude. Both have the same filter length (n + 1 = 30),
which corresponds to 1.5 s, a figure informed by the typical
time constants of the lateral chassis dynamics. This length is
enough as also evident from Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4. Impulse response at different velocity of the trained network
(M = 3).

b: ITERATIONS
The dashed arrow in Fig. 1 indicates iterations that may be
necessary at this point if the trained forward models are not
satisfactory. Here, we assume that M = 3 is selected to
develop a first-round inverse model and continue with the
following section.

B. SYNTHESIS OF INVERSE MODELS
1) ‘‘MENTAL SIMULATIONS’’
Once a forward model is learned, how can an agent produce
the ‘‘corresponding’’ inverse model? One possible process is
via ‘‘mental simulations’’. As outlined in Fig. 5, the inverse-
model-to-be (white block) is coupled to the formerly learned
forward model (cyan block). Let κi(t) be an ‘‘episode’’,
i.e., an imaginary output that the agent might wish to pro-
duce. Ideally, the inverse model should convert the desired

output κi(t) into its generating control δi(t). During the
training process, δi(t) can be tested on the forward model,
obtaining a prediction κ̄i(t). This testing step is, in essence,
a simulation carried out on the learned forward model (more
precisely, it is an ‘‘embodied mental simulation’’ [15]).

The training procedure consists of updating the weights of
the inverse model network to minimize the distance between
κi(t) and κ̄i(t) on a suitable set of episodes i ∈ {Episodes}.

This is an unsupervised learning problem, similar to the
training of auto-encoders where κ̄i(t) → κi(t) (of course,
during training, only the weights of the inverse model are
updated).

The weights of the inverse model network are updated
with gradient descent, where gradients for the network under
training are informed by gradients generated (propagated)
across the learned forward model. In this way, the training
of the inverse model is driven by the forward model.

With training, the cascade network (inverse plus forward
models) becomes as close as possible to a unitary plant. This
means that the inverse model realizes the best approximation
of the inverse dynamics of the plant.

From a cognitive perspective, the scheme realizes an ele-
mentary form of ‘‘mental simulation’’ [26], similar to those
that may happen in motor learning at sleep [30].

From an engineering perspective, the scheme belongs to
the class of model-based optimal control, but the plant model
is mostly self-generated.

2) CREATION OF EPISODES
Mental simulations (Fig. 5) require the definition of a suitable
set of episodes. Together, they define the domain where the
inverse/forward model cancellation is forced to occur.

FIGURE 5. Principle of learning via mental simulations.

A first possibility is generating episodes by extract-
ing salient manoeuvers from the training set. In this way,
the inverse model will work on the same real-life situations
used for learning the plant dynamics.

However, one might wish to guarantee the inversion on a
broader set of conditions.4 Perhaps conditions not met yet and
perhaps somewhat dangerous, but which might happen.

Generating a broader set of episodes aims at preparing
a controller for testing the plant in new conditions at the
borderline of the experiences collected so far. It might also
happen that, even if the forward model was trained on a given
set of conditions, the model might have some extrapolation

4Note that, if one were to train the inverse model by using only extractions
from experienced events, there would be no need at all for the scheme of
Fig. 5, because it would be possible to train the inverse network directly with
the examples κ(t)→ δ(t) [45, Section 3.2].
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abilities. So, a controller that works beyond the simple set of
experienced conditions may again be desirable.

a: CROSSOVER OPERATOR
A way for going beyond the realm of reality in a controlled
way is using genetic operators, particularly the crossover
operator. General examples of combining concepts encoded
in segregated parts of a latent space representation are given
in [54], [55].

In the case of this paper, the crossover operator is used
for combining two randomly selected recorded trajectories,
i and j in a novel one as follows:

ei,j(t) = κi(t)w(t − t0)+ κj(t)(1− w(t − t0)), (7)

where w(t − t0) is a function switching from 0 for t < t0 to 1
for t > t0.
A convenient choice for the switch function w(·) is a

low-pass filtered unit step, with filter cutoff frequency f0.
Low pass filtering prevents introducing high-frequency com-
ponents at which the forward model may not be accurate. The
choice of f0 hence sets the frequency up to which the mental
simulation process seeks to invert the plant model.

In terms of dreaming, the interpretation of the episode
ei,j(t) may be imagining of pursuing the path κi(t) that, sur-
prisingly, becomes path κj(t) around time t0.

b: MUTATION OPERATOR
With crossover, a large number of episodes can be generated
starting from recorded events. However, more exotic events
can be created using other genetic operators, such as, e.g.,
the ‘‘mutation’’ operator where the κi(t) may be altered (for
example, scaled before crossover, reversed, stretched etc.).
We do not use the mutation operator in this paper, albeit
we felt essential to mention it. Episodes based on design
standards (e.g., step, sine, target trajectories) may also be
introduced.

3) INVERSE NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
An inverse model neural network aims at solving a predictive
control problem in discrete time: given a desired plant output
{yt , yt+1, . . .} return the input {ut ,ut+1, . . .} to produce it.
To solve this problem, the initial state xt of the plant must
also be given.5

To avoid using recursive states, in a fashion similar to (1),
xt can be replaced by related observable signals: for example
the past input {ut−1, . . . ut−n}. Hence, like for (1), we seek
learning a non-recursive network that returns ut given the past
input {ut−1, . . . ut−n} (replacing an estimator of xt ) and the
desired trajectory {yt , yt+1, . . .},

ut = F(yt , yt+1, . . . , yt+n ; ut−1, . . . ,ut−n). (8)

In a receding horizon implementation the network can be
re-used for computing {ut+1,ut+2, . . .} iteratively.

5As mentioned in Section III-A1, the forward dynamics can be described
conceptually with xt+1 = F(xt ,ut ) and yt = G(xt ,ut ). Hence the output
{yt , yt+1, . . .} is caused by {ut ,ut+1, . . .} and by xt .

Considerations similar to those given in Section III-A1
also hold here: in particular, decomposition into local models
and implementation with a cerebellar-like neural architecture
(Fig. 2), here made of one basis function for the target trajec-
tory and one for the initial state.

Specifically, the inverse network studied here adopts the
simple structure of Fig. 6, which produces a linear version
of (8). It has two sub-models: one branch for the initial
conditions (an Auto-Regressive linear model of the vehi-
cle self dynamics) and another branch for pursuing the tar-
get trajectory. The latter accounts for velocity effects with
layer φ0, threading v, and κ into (1 + Av2)κ , which models
the under-steering gradient effect re-using the understeering
coefficient A from the forward dynamics.

FIGURE 6. Neural network architecture for the inverse model.

Notably, the target trajectory branch of this network is
made of a single FIR model. In fact, inverse model networks
do not necessarily need to be as complex as the forward ones:
one might wish using simplified networks that still fit the
inverse dynamics acceptably in a given domain defined by
the set of episodes. Hence we investigate here a 1-FIR inverse
network (for a 3-FIR forward model). Upgrade to 3 local
models will be demonstrated in round 2 (Section V).

4) TRAINING (OF THE INVERSE NETWORK)
The training episodes are generated from samples of
300 points (15 s) randomly extracted from the training set
and combined with the crossover operator (7). The number
of episodes is 13853 for a total number of training points of
about four million.

To implement the principle of Fig. 5, some adaptations are
necessary. First, because the networks of Fig. 2 and Fig. 6
are not recursive, first-in-first-out buffers are required to
form the input vectors of the inverse network (Fig. 6). Then,
the scalar output of the inverse network is also collected in
a buffer forming the input vector of the following forward
network. Finally, a one-step delayed version of that output
buffer is recursively fed back as the past steering wheel input
to the inverse model (effectively realizing a recursive ARX
architecture).

The loss function is computed as the mean square differ-
ence between aligned κ̄i(t) and κi(t) after dropping the first
n+ 1 = 30 samples to discard initial transient response.
The validation episodes are formed in the same way as the

training ones, but taking samples from the validation set.
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A final comment concerns velocity: albeit not shown
in Fig. 5 episodes need the specification of the velocity v(t) at
which the curves are driven. Hence, the episodes are actually
formed by {ei,j(t), vi(t)}, where vi(t) are extracted from the
recorded events of the training/validation sets.

The computational burden for training (13853 episodes for
300 sample points each) is about two hours on an Intel i9 CPU
(41 minutes on a Titan Xp GPU), which is about 50 times
(15 times for the GPU) slower than the training of the forward
model (15348 samples, 2.7 min).

5) EVALUATION
a: QUALITY OF INVERSION
One first evaluation criterion concerns how well the inverse
network cancels the forward dynamics. This may be of partic-
ular interest, especially if we use a simplified inverse network
(like the one we are investigating here).

After training, the coupled inverse-forward models shown
in Fig. 5 forms a quasi-unitary plant (see [56] for a study of the
impact of imperfect cancellation when the inverse network
is used within a rapid re-planning receding horizon scheme).
Table 3 lists the residuals of the forward-inverse model can-
cellation on two different domains: the validation set (Table 1,
ID 6-8) and the wider validation episodes (formed with the
crossover operator as explained in Section III-B4).

TABLE 3. Quality of the inverse models.

The validation set is the most significant one because it
represents situations closer to what might really happen. One
might notice that the root mean square error is similar to the
error of the forward model (Table 2).
Conversely, the validation episodes, formed via the

crossover operator, are more extreme hypothetical situa-
tions. Here, the inversion is of lesser quality, which can be
regarded as an upper bound indication for inversion errors in
more complex situations than those observed in the recorded
sets.

b: INVERSE MODEL ACCURACY
A second evaluation criterion concerns the accuracy of the
inverse model in itself. This can be evaluated on the valida-
tion set for which the actual steering wheel angle is avail-
able for comparison. Table 4 lists the performance metrics
of the inverse model. The root mean square error on the
steering wheel angle is 0.005 rad (0.3 deg). The fraction
of variance left unexplained is similar to model M = 1
in Table 2 (note the inverse network has 60 parameters instead
of 61 because A is inherited from the forward model and not
trained).

TABLE 4. Trained inverse model performance metrics.

c: COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCES
The inverse model network computing time is ≈ 2 · 10−6 s.
For comparison, each iteration of the RTI scheme in the next
MPC computation takes ≈ 1 · 10−5 s. Both on an Intel i7
2.9 GHz processor.

IV. TRADITIONAL APPROACH
This section reviews the traditional model-based approach
(Fig. 1, left) with the intent of contrasting learning via simu-
lation to this familiar process.

A. MODELING THE PLANT DYNAMICS
1) CHOICE OF A VEHICLE MODEL
The choice of a model for a vehicle dynamics application
is a very critical trade-off between model simplicity and
descriptive capacity. Although many models are available in
the literature when adopting/adapting one, an essential point
is realizing the modeling assumptions, simplifications, and
limitations. Even so, the model adequacy for the specific
application may not be immediately evident, and it may be
necessary to test different model versions.

A popular model for lateral dynamics is the single-track
model [46, Chapter 3]:

β̇(t) = −

(
1+

(
lf Kf−lrKr

)
mv(t)2

)
�(t)

+−
Kf + Kr
mv(t)

β(t)+
Kf
mv(t)

δ(t)
τ

�̇(t) = −
l2f Kf + l

2
r Kr

Iv(t)
�(t)

+−
lf Kf − lrKr

I
β(t)+

lf Kf
I
δ(t)
τ
.

(9)

The model (9) has two states: the yaw rate �(t) and the
side slip angle β(t) and is controlled via the steering wheel
angle δ(t). Themodel is linear and parametric in the travelling
velocity v(t) and can be converted to the transfer function
representation (5).

The model has seven parameters: vehicle mass m, yaw
central moment of inertia I , front and rear axles location (lf
and lr ) in a barycentric reference frame, front and rear tire
stiffness (Kf and Kr ) and the ratio τ between the rotation
of the steering wheel and the steering rotation of the front
wheels.

A non-exhaustive list of simplifications and assumptions
of this model may be: 1) the right and left wheels are lumped
into one virtual central wheel (the bicycle assumption).
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Consequently, the effects due to vehicle body roll are ignored.
Also, the effects due to differential traction/braking on
right/left wheels are neglected. 2) the model is not cou-
pled with the longitudinal dynamics. In particular, the trac-
tion force side component on the front wheels is neglected.
3) pitch oscillations are also ignored. Consequently, vertical
loads on the front and rear wheels are assumed to be con-
stant. 4) geometric nonlinearities (for example, finite steering
angles) are linearised. The change of wheel axles orientation
during suspension’s travel is ignored. The steering wheel
linkage is not precisely linear (the transmission ratio τ is not
constant and is influenced by the suspensions). 5) the tire
model is a simple linear model. However, tires are complex
nonlinear systems difficult to model and parametrize: tire
cornering forces depend on the vertical load, longitudinal
slip, side slip, camber angle, tire-road friction, etc.. 6) tires
have own dynamics: forces are not produced instantaneously
but need some (short) time to build up. 7) in automated
driving applications, the steering wheel angle is driven by an
actuator that introduces dynamical effects that should also be
considered.

If a few only of those assumptions were to be removed,
the model complexity would quickly explode (see, for exam-
ple, [34]). As a final consideration, analytical models are
derived from physical principles, but they still need to incor-
porate data-driven sub-models: for example, tires (the widely
used Pacejka model is a fitted formula).

2) MODEL PARAMETRISATION
A few of the parameters in (9), such as massm and wheelbase
l = lf + lr can be measured easily. Others can be measured
with somewhat more complex procedures (moment of inertia,
the position of the center of mass, etc.). Full Pacejka mod-
els require expensive testing procedures. As an often used
alternative, models may also be parameterized with standard
manoeuvers like steering-pad and slalom tests.6

For this paper, the model mass m and wheelbase lf + lr are
known. The remaining five parameters are obtained by fitting
the model onto the training set (Table 1) with a prediction
error method that needed approximately 70 minutes on an
Intel i9 CPU.

3) EVALUATION/UPDATES
The performance metrics of the fitted single-track model are
listed in Table 2. Overall they are similar to the network
with M = 1, but the kind of approximations are different.
The single-track model adapts to velocity both in gain and
poles/zero (5), whereas Network M = 1 has an impulse
response that does not vary with velocity.

On the other hand, with five parameters, the single-track
model transfer function is restricted to span a subset of all
possible transfer functions/impulse responses. Note, in par-
ticular, that (5) is an improper transfer function with the same

6This was exactly done for the neural network models of the other
Dreams4Cars vehicle, see open data examples in [57].

order at numerator and denominator. It predicts an instanta-
neous response component that is physically implausible.

The differences are also revealed by the bode plots of
the single-track and neural-network models (in this case,
the most preciseM = 3), shown in Fig. 7. The two modeling
approaches are equivalent below 1 Hz but the neural network
—with more parameters to learn the impulse response—
captures higher-order dynamics that the rigid structure of (5)
cannot.7

FIGURE 7. Transfer function δ → κ of the trained network (M = 3) and of
single-track model. The neural network captures higher-order dynamics.

The single-track model is hence oversimplified at high fre-
quency, predicting implausible instantaneous response com-
ponents. Nonetheless, finding what is missing is an art need-
ing acute physical modeling abilities. Obviously (9) and (5)
neglect some higher-order dynamics effect, but which?
Reconsidering the list of assumptions and simplifications
listed in Section IV-A1, one might restrict the possibilities to
hypothesis 1 (vehicle roll slows lateral response) or hypoth-
esis 6 (tire relaxation length slows the build-up of lateral
forces). Both would require a significant increase in model
complexity.

In the continuation of the paper, we will not extend the
single-track model because our goal is not optimizing models
but, instead, to illustrate the process used for developing neu-
ral network control and contrast this the traditional process.

B. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL REALIZATION
The typical formulation for trajectory trackingMPC reads as:

minimize
x,u

J =
N−1∑
k=0

∥∥h (xk ,uk)− ỹk
∥∥2
Wk

+
∥∥hN (xN )− ỹN

∥∥2
WN

(10a)

subject to: x(0) = x0 (10b)

xk+1 = f (xk ,uk) , ∀k = 0 . . .N − 1,

(10c)

7Interestingly, single-track models were originally developed to study
vehicle handling, for which they are perfectly adequate because intentional
human control is typically limited below 0.7 Hz [58].
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‖xk‖ ≤
∥∥xk,bound∥∥ , ∀k = 0 . . .N , (10d)

‖uk‖ ≤
∥∥uk,bound∥∥ , ∀k = 0 . . .N − 1,

(10e)

where x ∈ Rnx denotes the vector of the states of the
system, u ∈ Rnu is the control input vector, h ∈ Rny and
hN ∈ RnyN are the reference functions (respectively for the
running and terminal cost) whereas the weighting matrices
are marked with Wk ∈ Rny×ny and WN ∈ RnyN×nyN , notice
that Wk , WN � 0. Symbols ỹk ∈ Rny and ỹN ∈ Rny,N

denote respectively the time-varying and end term references.
States and controls are bounded by respectively

∥∥xk,bound∥∥
and

∥∥uk,bound∥∥.
The MPC realization for the path tracking problem was

carried out with the ACADO [59] toolbox. Firstly, an opti-
mal control problem is defined by augmenting the plant
dynamics (9) with:

δ̇(t) = uMPC(t), (11)

that introduces the MPC manipulated variable uMPC(t).
With (11), the optimal control formulation thus includes a
yaw-rate tracking cost, with additional conditions set for the
control input uMPC(t) ∈ [−1.5π, 1.5π ] and state δ(t) ∈
[−3.0π, 3.0π]. The system augmentation in (11) ensures
the continuity of the steering angle δ(t) and increases the
smoothness of the MPC guidance.

TheACADO toolboxwas then used for code, generating an
optimized ANSI-C code [60] to be later implemented online
for the path tracking task.

The assignment of the hyperparameters in Table 5 and
weighting matricesWk andWN was carried out with a com-
prehensive trial and error tuning stage (the workflow is graph-
ically represented in Fig. 1) to achieve the desired closed-loop
performances in the simulation environment. Eventually a
diagonal formulation for bothWk andWN was implemented
as in (12), where the first three diagonal entries weight the
states according to the order proposed in (9), (11) whereas
the last entry penalizes the control action (no terminal weight
is assigned to the control action).

Wk = diag
(
[10−4, 1, 10−5, 5× 10−6]

)
WN = diag

(
[10−6, 1, 10−6]

)
. (12)

TABLE 5. MPC hyperparameters.

The total number of parameters of the MPC controller is
hence 12: five are the vehicle parameters in (9), four the
(diagonal) entries ofWk and three the entries ofWN .
Table 4, lists the metrics of the MPC controller evaluated

on the validation set.

V. NEURAL NETWORK MODEL MAINTENANCE
This section deals with extending the operation domain and
the accuracy of the neural network forward and inverse mod-
els. This is the outer loop of Fig. 1, right.

Enhancing predictive and control models typically require
collecting additional training data. From a biological per-
spective, this maintenance loop corresponds to alternating
‘‘wake’’ and ‘‘sleep’’ cycles. Similarly, in an artificial system,
the controller developed at one round is used to drive the
vehicle and collect new training data for the next round.

Besides collecting more training data, at each round,
the system can also carefully test maneuvers at the borderline
of the current operation domain (testing at the borders of the
known operational domain is a form of exploratory ‘‘motor
babbling’’).

In the following, however, we omit to augment the training
set: we demonstrate a round of model enhancement using
the same training/validation set (Table 1) to better appreciate
the improvements in the model itself, without confusing the
effect of additional training data (of course, in reality, model
and data-set augmentation proceed in parallel).

A. NETWORK AUGMENTATION
Enhancing models needs network augmentation.

One obvious form of augmentation is increasing the num-
ber of local models. For example, Table 2 lists two forward
models, with respectively M = 1 and M = 3 local mod-
els. With more training data, smaller receptive fields over
a wider range of velocity could be considered. One might
use a suitable information criterion (e.g., AIC) for selecting
the most appropriate number of local models. The recep-
tive fields should be adapted to contain a similar number
of training/validation examples so that the individual local
models have similar AIC. Algorithms for automatizing the
local model refinement are described in [38], [44].

Alternatively, the structure of the forward and inverse
model networks may be altered following a number of prin-
ciples that are suggested by the biological solution (Fig. 2):
a) learning context-related cross-inhibitions, b) learning non-
linearities incrementally and c) learning secondary inputs.

1) LEARNING CONTEXT-RELATED CROSS-INHIBITIONS
The idea behind this approach comes from the operation of
the Golgi cells in the cerebellar network (Fig. 2). The distilled
principle is as follows: Golgi cells receive input from parallel
fibers that act as context detector (the parallel fibers originate
from Granular cells that detect particular combinations of
inputs, classifying one particular context). In turn, the Golgi
cell inhibits other parallel fibers that represent local models
that must be disabled in the context. This mechanism allows
learning sub-models for different contexts in parallel and
passes only those sub-models that are valid in the current
context.

A demonstration of this principle was given in
[37, Section II.D], where models for the engine-drive
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line-propulsive force were learned for individual gears, with
only the current gear released as a contribution to the output.

Since this aspect was well described in the cited paper,
we focus on the remaining two proposed approaches (albeit
we felt essential to point it).

2) LEARNING NONLINEARITIES INCREMENTALLY
The ideas behind this approach are: a) using nonlinear basis
functions, inspired by the scheme of Fig. 2 and b) to augment
the existing linear network with the learning of nonlinear
terms incrementally.

Fig. 8 shows two possible implementations. Method A
looks for a simple neural network mapping δ → f (δ) where
f (·) is a suitable unary function with learnable parameters.
This approach seeks a nonlinear transformation f (δ) which
acts uniformly on all the past inputs δk . Hence it might learn
static non linearities such as, e.g, the nonlinear kinematics of
the steering linkage or the steady-state part of tire cornering
nonlinearities. The alternative, B, seeks a more general non-
linear function F̄(δk−n, . . . , δk ) for learning nonlinear correc-
tions to the local models.

FIGURE 8. Augmentation of the forward model neural network: A) seeks
to find static nonlinear mapping on the steering input; B) seeks a more
general dynamic nonlinearity.

The analysis of the model residuals constitutes an impor-
tant tool to guide the network extensions. Fig. 9 shows the
forward model residuals on the training and validation sets.
Since they cover different regimes, residuals are not i.i.d.
(independent and identically distributed), which would be
ideal. In particular, on straights and large bends, like in the
motorway cases (1 and 7), the residuals are minimal. Larger
residuals are found in the safety center test track (cases 2, 4,
and 6), with superimposed motor noise (case 3), in the square
test track (5), in particular at the sharpest curves, and in the
lane change (8).

Inspection of the residual charts reveals steady-state resid-
uals: the bias in the straights of track 5 (which is also present,
albeit less evident, in the safety center track and almost
disappears only at high speed in the motorways). These
velocity-dependent residuals are due to tiny asymmetries in
the vehicle. Learning these is almost immediate with the neu-
ral network. Explaining the asymmetries in the single-track
model would, however, be not so simple (one may, of course,

resort to a data-driven approach for the left/right asymmetry
also in the analytical model).

Periodograms of the residuals give further information
concerning the spectral content of the modeling errors. So,
Fig. 10 shows that a large fraction of the residual power is at
low frequency. This means that simple model augmentation
like A in Fig. 8, targeting steady-state errors, are expected to
produce appreciable improvements.

a: METHOD A
We elaborate on three possible variants of approach A, where
the function f (δ) respectively tries to learn biases, quadratic,
and cubic nonlinearities.

Learning biases. For learning the biases, we do not even
need to augment the network with module A. In fact, it is
sufficient to activate the biases bi in (4) or in the layer Fi
in Fig. 3. They were inactive in the network models of Table 2
because it was (incorrectly) assumed that vehicles had to be
symmetric. Note that a different bias is learned for every local
model (hence a velocity-dependent bias is learned).

Learning quadratic and cubic nonlinearities. For learn-
ing quadratic and cubic nonlinearities amodule A implement-
ing respectively (f (δ) = δ+aδ2) and (f (δ) = δ+aδ3) where
a is a learnable parameters is used. Quadratic nonlinearities
would not be expected in symmetric vehicles, which should
instead show cubic terms as the first nonlinear term. Note that
in this case, f (δ) is applied before channels. So, it may work
for learning a velocity independent nonlinear effect, such as,
e.g., nonlinear effects of the steering linkage (module should
be threaded on the channels for learning a velocity-dependent
quadratic/cubic nonlinearity).

Table 6 lists the main performance metrics of the three
above (respectively ID 2.1, 2.2., 2.3). One can notice that
modeling the biases gives an appreciable improvement in the
root mean square error and the AIC. The addition of cubic
and quadratic nonlinearity (pre-channels) does not improve
significantly further, in any case.

TABLE 6. Improved models performance metrics.
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FIGURE 9. Residuals of the neural network models.

FIGURE 10. Periodogram of model residuals.

b: METHOD B
Method B seeks general nonlinear functions F̄i(δk−n, . . . , δk )
to correct the output of the linear local models (Fig. 8).

A good choice for the structure of the functions —and
hence of the network B— moves from the consideration
that the nonlinear effects to be modeled are produced by a
mechanical dynamic system. Hence, a recursive neural net-
work such as, e.g., a naive basic recurrent layer might work
(which is adequate to model the short-term memory of the
systems (Fig. 4)):

xi,t = tanh(Aixi,t−1 + Biδt + bi). (13)

This network ‘‘accumulates’’ the effects of subsequent
inputs δt across the temporal dimension, with t ∈ {k −
n, . . . , k}. The initial state xk−n−1 is set to zero, in order
to truncate the memory of the system and let F̄i be a func-
tion of only the last {δk−n, . . . , δk}. The choice of (13) is a
form of regularization of the more general F̄i(δk−n, . . . , δk ),
which imposes invariance of the effects of subsequent
inputs δt across the temporal dimension via shared weights
(Ai, Bi, bi). The subscripts i indicate that there are distinct
F̄i(δk−n, . . . , δk ) for each local model (i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}),
which is also evident from Fig. 8. The complexity of the
dynamic model (13), and hence its explanatory capability,

can be varied through the choice of the dimension, S of
the (nonlinear) states xi. The output yi = F̄i(δk−n, . . . , δk )
can be obtained from a linear combination of the final states
xi,k , i.e.:

yi,k = C ixi,k + di. (14)

Eq. 13 and (14) combined together form F̄i(δk−n, . . . , δk )
under the assumption that the system is time invariant,
which in turn limits the number of learnable parameters to
S2 + 3S + 1 for each channel, i.e.: S2 + S + S for (13) and
S + 1 for (14).
The implementation of (13) and (14) —Fig. 8 block B—

is obtained by means of a basic recurrent layer followed by a
linear layer acting on the last output of the recurrent network
(combined together they from block B).

An important point that should be stressed is that
sub-network B is meant to model only the nonlinearities
of the plant. This means that the training of the network
(Fig. 8) is carried out in two phases: first, the linear network
is trained (which was done in round 1) without the nonlin-
ear component B. This learns the underlying average linear
model. Then, the linear network weights are blocked, and
the supplementary network B is trained, thus learning the
nonlinear part.

It should be observed that, due to the tanh activation func-
tion in (13) the states xi,k are bounded within the interval
]−1, 1[. Hence the corrections yi are bounded in the intervals
di±‖C i‖1. This permits to establish bounds for themagnitude
of the nonlinear corrections, which compensate for the fact
that the nonlinear module B is of more difficult interpretation
than the linear part (at least one knows how large the devia-
tions from the linear part might be).

Table 6 lists two networks obtained from the baseline
model (M = 3, round 1) with, correspondingly, states of
dimension S = 2 and S = 3. They have, respectively,
124 and 148 parameters and perform quite similarly in terms
of RMSE (root mean square error). Network with S = 3
should work better, but in practice, the training may be stuck
into local minima since they are nonlinear networks. The
solutions indicated in the table were the best found with four
different random initializations for S = 2 and 15 for S = 3.
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It is expected that with more extensive search, the latter might
perform somehow better.

Overall, the improvements, compared to the static cor-
rection of method A, are appreciable. Fig. 9 compares the
residuals of the network S = 2 (ID 2.4) to the residuals of
the baseline network (round 1, ID 1). Biases are removed, and
corrections also occur in many curves. Fig. 10 compares the
periodograms of the baseline network (ID 1), of the network
with biases (method A, ID 2.1), and the network with S = 2
(method B, ID 2.4). Both achieve a reduction of residuals at
low frequency, but the latter performs better and on a wider
frequency range.

3) LEARNING SECONDARY INPUTS
A further look at Fig. 9 shows that, even after the above refine-
ments, there still are errors with clear patterns, especially
near sharp curves and the lane change. Also, Fig. 10 shows
that, while low-frequency errors were reduced significantly,
the 0.02− 0.1 Hz band was little attenuated.

The explanation is that the plant dynamics may be sensi-
tive to interference inputs, as mentioned in section III-A1.c.
Hence, one way to improve models is to learn the effects of
observable (and significant) disturbances.

This section extends the model by learning the effects of
the longitudinal dynamics. The coupling of longitudinal and
lateral dynamics originates in themotive and brake forces that
modify the lateral slip in cornering conditions.

Fortunately, we do not need to provide a detailed mech-
anism of how this effect develops (which would be a sig-
nificant difficulty in an analytical model). In the remainder,
we are going to learn twomodels of the effect of the longitudi-
nal dynamics by: a) learning a linear correction proportional
to the longitudinal acceleration, and b) learning a piecewise
linear correction that makes a distinction between accelera-
tion and deceleration phases.

a: ACCELERATION EFFECT (LINEAR MODEL)
In this simple model the effect of the longitudinal forces is
summarised with:

1κk = α1ak , (15)

where 1κk is the change in trajectory curvature produced by
the longitudinal forces that cause the observable acceleration
ak and α1 is a learnable parameter. In practice, (15) expresses
the deviation of the trajectory caused by longitudinal actions
(it should be zero in a symmetric vehicle). (15) is imple-
mented with an additional branch in the model (just like
Fig. 8, B) that contributes to κk . Table 6 shows that the simple
correction for the longitudinal acceleration on top of the bias
correction is worth more than the corrections for nonlinear
steering wheel angle effects (ID 2.6).

b: ACCELERATION EFFECT (PIECEWISE LINEAR MODEL)
Since brake and engine forces act on different axles, a refined
acceleration sub-model might consider splitting the effects
between acceleration phases (engine acting and the front

wheels) and deceleration phases (brake acting on both axles).
Also, one might expect that the effect is a function of the
steering wheel angle too. Hence, a piecewise nonlinear model
could be tested in place of the above, made as follows:

1κk =

{
α1 ak + α2 akδk , if ak ≥ 0
β1 ak + β2 akδk , if ak < 0,

(16)

with α1, α2, β1 and β2 learnable. As shown in Table 6 this is
indeed the best model so far (ID 2.7).

B. UPDATING THE INVERSE MODEL
Among the previously studied models, Network ID 2.4 is
selected. In terms of RMSE, the difference between Network
ID 2.7 is not large. The AIC would vote for the latter, but
the AIC only accounts for the complexity of the number
of parameters. We evaluate the implementation cost of an
additional signal and opt for the slightly less performing
model, which is perfectly adequate to illustrate the second
training round.

So, given an updated forward model, the synthesis of the
inverse model is repeated according to the same steps illus-
trated in Section III-B.
However, in parallel to improvements in the forward

model, one might also wish to improve the inverse network.
Thus, the original inverse network of Fig. 6 is upgraded:
the ‘‘target trajectory’’ branch is now formed of 3 channels
(instead of the original one) and including biases. This means
that instead of φ0, Fig. 6 there are now three receptive fields,
φi, similar to (6) but with term 1+Av2 at the numerator. Hence
there are 31 learnable parameters per channel (30 weights
and one bias). There also are 29 learnable parameters for
the initial condition branch for a total of 120 parameters (in
round 1, the parameters were 31+29). The inverse network
is still linear, where the forward network is nonlinear. Thus,
we seek a best-fitting linear inverse model (it may, indeed,
be convenient to have a linear approximate inverse network).
The now three channels of the inverse network realizes a LTV
inverse model (with velocity modulating both the impulse
response and the gain).

1) EVALUATION
a: QUALITY OF INVERSION
Table 7 compares the inverse network developed in the cur-
rent round (round 2) to the formerly one (Table 3). Although
the forward model is now expressing a richer dynamic,
the inverse model cancellation is almost twice as good.

TABLE 7. Quality of the inverse models.

An interesting aspect is revealed in Fig. 11, which shows
the frequency response of respectively: the forward model,
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FIGURE 11. The inverse model compensates the forward model
attenuation (as much as permitted by the validation set).

the inverse model, and the cascade of the two. For clarity,
the transfer functions are normalized by the respective static
gains. The chart shows that the inverse model has learned to
compensate for the drop of the forward model response for
the pole near 1 Hz with an increased magnitude of the inverse
model network (the compensation process does not over-fit,
being limited by the validation set).

b: INVERSE MODEL ACCURACY
Table 8 compares the performance metrics of the current
inverse model to the former one. The root mean square error
on the steering wheel angle is almost twice as good, and the
fraction of variance left unexplained is almost three times
better.

TABLE 8. Trained inverse model performance metrics.

C. STABILITY ANALYSIS
The training of the inverse model —according to the scheme
given in Section III-B and Fig. 5— works by matching the
input and the output of the inverse-forward cascade onto a
set of given episodes κi(t). Intuitively, the training process
will likely end with a stable controller (the inverse model)
because, at least for the many given episodes, the output κ̄i(t)
is very close to the specified trajectory κi(t).
One might wonder whether it is possible to prove that the

inversemodel is stable for any possible input κ(t), i.e., includ-
ing functions not used during training such as, e.g., trajec-
tories spanning longer time-horizons. The question makes
sense because the inverse model network, as shown in Fig. 6,
has the structure of an ARX system, which may indeed be
unstable.

Disregarding the biases, and for constant velocity v,
the output of the inverse network (Fig. 6) reads as δk =
a1δk−1 + . . .+ anδk−n + b0κk + . . .+ bnκn, where the coef-
ficients ai are the weights of the ‘‘initial condition’’ branch
and the coefficients bi the weights of the ‘‘target trajectory’’
branch. The latter are obtained from the three channels8

weighted according to the activation functions φi(v). In terms
of Z transform, the output reads as δ = (a1 z−1 + . . . +
anz−n)δ+ (b0+ . . .+ bnzn)κ or, more concisely δ = A(z)δ+
B(z)κ , which corresponds to the the ARX block diagram
shown in Fig. 12.

FIGURE 12. The neural network inverse model is equivalent to the
following block diagram, which is an ARX system.

Hence, the transfer function of the inverse model9 is
H (z) = B(z)/(1 − A(z)). Note that the coefficients of B(z)
are parametric in v because they derive from the interpola-
tion of three local velocity-dependent models, but the coeffi-
cients ai are constant because the auto-regressive (AR) branch
is unique.

The inverse model stability can be verified from the inspec-
tion of the poles of the AR branch 1/(1 − A(z)), which
are plotted in Fig. 13. They fall in a circular annuls with
maximum magnitude equal to 0.85.

FIGURE 13. The poles of the inverse model network fall within the unit
circle.

8Fig. 6, which is related to round 1, shows one channel but, in round 2,
the target trajectory branch was upgraded to three channels.

9The magnitude of H (z) is plotted in Fig. 11.
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The inverse model is hence a stable system. The cascade
with the forward model is also stable because the forward
model is stable, being a FIR system.When the forward model
is replaced by a real (stable) vehicle, the cascade remains
stable.

Finally, note that this section demonstrates that the synthe-
sized inverse model in itself is stable when tracking a given
trajectory. However, autonomous driving applications need to
update the planned trajectory in response to environmental
changes such as the movement of other vehicles [1]–[3].
The planned trajectory may also be updated when accumu-
lated drifts exceed a given threshold. A study concerning the
stability of the re-planning loop, for the agent architecture
described in [61], is given in [56] (see also next section).

D. EVALUATION IN CLOSED LOOP
As the last step of the demonstration, the three controllers
(MPC, inverse network from round 1 and inverse network
from round 2) are tested in a challenging obstacle-avoidance
maneuver. For this, they are used, one after the other, in the
motor control module of an agent for autonomous driving,
responsible for trajectory planning.

The agent is described in [61] but, in order to understand
the following section, some clarifications are given concern-
ing trajectory planning and its interaction with trajectory
execution. The agent elaborates action plans cyclically, in the
form of two functions of time: the longitudinal control j(t)
and the lateral control r(t). They represent the rate of change
of longitudinal acceleration and curvature, respectively
(longitudinal jerk and lateral jerk scaled by square velocity).

As for the lateral control, thismeans that the planned curva-
ture is obtained by integration κ(t) = κ0+

∫ t
0 r(τ ) dτ , where

κ0 is the current curvature, which is considered a state (κ(t)
is used as input to the inverse models). Further integrations
yield orientation (of the velocity vector) and lateral position in
the lane, and they also begin with the current orientation and
lateral position. In other words, the planned trajectories begin
at the current vehicle position, orientation, and curvature of
the trajectory (equivalent to imposing continuity in the lateral
acceleration).

To respond to context changes as quickly as possible,
the agent produces new plans at every cycle (every 50 ms).
This means that the agent also reacts to errors in the exe-
cution of the trajectory that might have happened in one
cycle (initial position/orientation/curvature are updated). All
deviations happening in one cycle are managed by the agent
with the generation of a new motor plan that pursues the
agent long-term goals from the deviated position, resulting
in minimization of interventions (the ‘‘minimum intervention
principle’’ [62], [61, Section II.D.3]).

At every cycle the agent select a trajectory among
1681 possible actions that correspond to lumping trajecto-
ries {j(t), r(t)} into bins that share the same initial control
j(0) = j0, r(0) = r0. There are 41 × 41 bins, which have a
neuralised tensor organisation [61, Section II.B]. The choice
of one particular trajectory among the 41 × 41 candidates

is based on their ‘‘salience’’ (a merit function). There are
two algorithms for action-selection: winner-takes-all (the tra-
jectory with the momentarily instantaneous highest salience
is chosen) and the multi-hypothesis sequential probability
ratio test. The latter accumulates evidence of the most likely
best choice on short observation times, which is more robust
against motor and sensor noise [61, Section II.D]. In the
following, the winner-takes-all algorithm is used because it
does not hide/reduce the motor noise caused by inverse model
errors.

Finally, the stability of the agent motor control with contin-
uously updated trajectories under imperfect inverse models
(imperfect cancellation of the forward dynamics and effect
of execution errors in the following plans) is studied in [56].
It shows that the agent can, in principle, correct signifi-
cant mismatches between the real forward dynamics and the
inverse models, albeit at some cost.

1) EMERGENCY LANE CHANGE MANOEUVRE
The simulation scenario is an emergency lane change maneu-
ver where the ego vehicle, initially traveling at 100 km/h,
detects a stopped vehicle late, when it is only 50 m ahead.
At the moment of detection, the time to collision is≈ 1.6 s. In
terms of maneuver severity, lateral acceleration, promptness,
and precision of response, the situation goes beyond those
found in the training and validation sets. It is a great bench-
mark to assess the quality (and generalization) of control
obtained with the three models.

Fig. 14 shows the trajectories produced by the three con-
trollers (black line) and the trajectories planned by the agent
at selected time steps (thin colored lines). The vertical dashed

FIGURE 14. Trajectories for the three inverse models. The black line is the
executed trajectory. The thin coloured lines are planned trajectories at
selected time-steps. The dashed vertical line is the moment of detection
of the obstacle.
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TABLE 9. Trajectory metrics.

line is the moment of detection of the obstacle. Table 9 lists
trajectory related quality metrics.

Before detecting the obstacle, with Network 1 (round 1)
and MPC controllers, the vehicle is off lane center: planned
trajectories point towards the center, but the vehicle asymme-
try (not included in the inverse models) keeps it off. After
the detection, in a first phase, the agent moves to the left
lane quickly, passing at the minimum distance to the obstacle
and the lane listed in Table 9. Notice how both the round 1
network and MPC controller lead the vehicle slightly out of
the lane left margin, whereas the updated network keeps suffi-
cient clearance to both the obstacle and the lane’s margin. The
return in the lane would be excessively quick with Network 1,
and the agent compensates with the planning of maneuvers
that try to keep it back. For Network 2, the return is smooth.
The trajectory slides compared to the plans because the agent
is operating with a receding horizon scheme and, hence,
continuously postpones the re-entry end-point. TheMPC is in
the middle of the two situations. When the car finally returns
in the original lane, some oscillations for Network 1 and
MPC are caused by the incorrect cancellation of the forward
dynamics with the mechanics elucidated in [56].

A perfect inverse model should return an executed trajec-
tory that completely overlaps the planned one (unless the
agent modifies plans for external reasons, like in the com-
mented re-entry phase). The updated network better quality
can be visualized by comparing planned and executed trajec-
tories in Fig. 14 (with the said caveat about sliding horizon
in the re-entry phase). It is also worth noticing the interaction
between the inverse model and the high-level planner [56].
The first network causes the planner to often change its motor
plans due to the inaccuracies at the execution level. Instead,
the better network gives birth to a more stable interaction
between the two.

Fig. 15 compares the lateral accelerations. The relevant
metrics are listed in Table 10. The peak acceleration for the
lane change —to steer clear of the obstacle— are similar (the
slightly smaller leftward acceleration required by MPC and
Network round 1 is because they start already left off-center).
Notably, the re-entry uses less acceleration for Network 2.
The root mean square of the lateral acceleration is also shown
in the table.

Finally, Fig. 16 compares the instantaneous planned curva-
ture rate r0 = r(0) with the actually executed one κ̇(0). The
difference between the two, integrated over one cycle, is the
error1κk that occurs in the trajectory (curvature) execution at

FIGURE 15. Lateral acceleration comparison.

TABLE 10. Acceleration and jerk metrics.

FIGURE 16. Steer rate comparison.

cycle k . The difference may also be read as the instantaneous
mismatch between the inverse model and the actual forward
dynamics. So, when the obstacle is detected the instantaneous
requested lateral control r(0) saturates at about 0.05 m−1s−1,
which roughly corresponds to steering rate δ̇(0) = 4 rad/s.
Network (round 2) responds with the smallest delay and
producing almost the entire request. After then, the executed
steering rate and the requested one match very closely. The
MPC and the Network (round 1) execute the requests with
greater errors and delay and a longer tail.

VI. DISCUSSION
Developing predictive control for machines is an art founded
on the expertise of specialized engineers who—using human
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intelligence— construct mathematical models of the plants.
A variety of methods are then available for the synthesis
of control, which efficiently exploit the knowledge of the
forward dynamics model (think, for example, the Pontryagin
principle for Optimal Control, or the model manipulation
cited in [25]). This approach has a long story of success. It is
also safe in the sense that the controller can be safely tested
in simulations (as well as theoretical figures can be given for
their limits). As long as the mathematical model matches the
real plant, control can be used on the latter.

With the development of robotics, and complex systems
such as autonomous vehicles, the need for autonomy and
adaptability was also realized. For example, it is well known
that robots might need to operate in situations that were not
known at the design stage with sufficient detail. Automated
vehicles in themselves fall in this condition: they operate cor-
rectly for thousands of miles, but they should operate so for
billions of miles [63]. Furthermore, high-level behaviors of
these systems are based on low-level motor control such that,
if the latter is hard-coded, then behaviors almost necessarily
need to be hard-coded too.

Within Machine Learning, Reinforcement Learning was
developed to learn optimal action policy without needing the
specification of the plant dynamics, i.e., by testing actions on
the real system and reinforcing the choices leading to reward-
ing effects. Under given directives (for example, the defini-
tion of rewards), a robot could, in principle, construct optimal
control policies with a greater degree of autonomy. There
are, however, a few recognized caveats: the process may be
very slow (or better sample inefficient) [23]. Furthermore,
the process is not safe in the original incarnation: direct
interactionwith the real system exposes to risks. This is one of
the reasons why living beings developed predictive abilities
[26], [29]. Ha [24] developed a similar idea where an agent
learns a predictive model for use within a reinforcement
learning scheme. This is demonstrated in a game envi-
ronment. The predictive model is made of a variational
auto-encoder module, which compresses the bird view of the
game playground into a lower-dimensional latent space and
a recursive neural network predicting future states. A similar
approach, within the first-person view in a more realistic sim-
ulated environment, is developed in [54], [55] as the first step
towards visual dreaming in a road scenario. While appealing,
developing this latter idea to the point it can be used on the
real roads will still need research.

One of the reasons while Reinforcement learning is not
very efficient lies in its nature of not asking—but not exploit-
ing too– forward models beyond the safe sandbox purpose.
However, the use of predictive models, once available, goes
beyond that. A predictive model may be manipulated, open-
ing possibilities for very efficient inversion with a logic simi-
lar to human engineers manipulation of mathematical models
(be it the gradient descent case of this paper or the many
syntheses approaches available for classic control theory).
In other words, once the burden of learning a predictive
model is undertaken, it is worth exploiting the model to the

full extent, realizing the synthesis process like shown in this
paper (Section III-B) and like usually exploited by intelligent
human design.

The process of synthesis via mental simulation illustrated
in this paper uses a gradient descent method to create the
inverse model. It is not as efficient as some (closed form)
mathematical approaches in control theory but, on the other
hand, permits an agent some degree of autonomy in learn-
ing motor control. To maintain supervision over the whole
process, human designers can give templates for the net-
works and other directives, still requiring physical insight and
interpretations. However, one thing is understanding that, for
example, longitudinal force influences tire side slips and lat-
eral dynamics; another is developing the detailed mechanics
of this for an analytical model.

Human beings learn by simulations in the sleep state but
not all learning is via a reinforcement learning process [30].
This paper has proposed a different unsupervised learning
approach that can be easily understood and controlled by
human engineers. It allows a greater degree of autonomy and
adaptability, which occurs in a safe sandbox. The process is
the same for a simulated environment (like the CarMaker
used here) or a real-world vehicle: it is only necessary to
replace the training data source. In fact, in Dreams4Cars, two
real vehicles were controlled in this way (see Appendix).

The notion of interpretability and explainability (for safety
and standards reasons) was mentioned earlier but is also
worth a final remark: neural network forward and inverse
models are, in essence, linear NFIR/NARX models (with
bounded nonlinear corrections). Also, as shown in round 2,
it is possible to seek a linear best fitting NARX inverse model,
which is fully interpretable within control theory.

VII. CONCLUSION, NEXT STEPS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper illustrated the learning of motor control via
mental simulation. Together with [61] that deals with the
enabling agent architecture, it gives the two first findings
of Dreams4Cars. They constitute the foundation for further
developments, part of whichwas carried inDreams4Cars, and
part may be subject to further research. There are essentially
two lines: a) improving motor control and b) bootstrapping
a sensorimotor architecture producing higher-level behaviors
(see also project deliverable ‘D3.3 Report on the simulation
system (public version)’).

Concerning point a, one aspect studied was the learning of
stochastic forward models and the synthesis of robust control.
Stochastic forward models can be created with neural net-
works that learn distributions for the output. There are many
possibilities. The one that was developed in Dreams4Cars
was based on using the bootstrapping method [64], which
is a technique based on the re-sampling of the training data
that produces many slightly different forward models that,
together, realize an empirical distribution of the predicted
quantity. A robust inverse model can then be obtained by
minimizing the total loss of the distribution of the predic-
tive models (in practice, the deterministic forward model in
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Fig. 5 is replaced by the bootstrapped models and the loss
corresponding to each prediction is accumulated). A research
alternative might be modeling the output distribution with
a predefined distribution type (for example, Gaussian) and
learning the distribution parameters (for example, mean and
variance).

Still concerning point a, another aspect that was in part
studied andwhichmight beworth further research, is adaptive
control via forward-inverse models for different contexts. For
example, onemight learn the forwardmodel for a fully loaded
and empty car. In operation, the two predictive models can
be run in parallel, and predictions can be compared to the
actual dynamics of the car, estimating which model holds
better (it could be an interpolation between the two).10 Once
the context is identified, the matching inverse model can be
better used for control. However, the rapid update of the
inverse-forward pair may lead to instabilities which have to
be studied.

Concerning point b, with a stochastic forward scheme,
Fig. 5 realises a (learned) probabilistic motion model. This
can, in turn, be used for a higher level of episodic simu-
lations: i.e., imagining short movements and the associated
uncertainties, and then proceed with longer-term trajectories.
In this way, it is finally possible to estimate the salience (value
or reward) of different actions or action sequences. Episodic
simulations similar to those introduced here, but of a higher
level (short and longer-term goals) can thus be developed
to learn associations between sensory data and the value of
different behaviors as described in [61]. This process is better
outlined in ‘D3.3 Report on the simulation system (public
version)’ and will be described in future publications.

APPENDIX
REAL WORLD EXPERIMENTS
To illustrate the process of learning via simulation, this
paper used ad hoc simulations in the CarMaker environment
because it permitted to develop diverse examples tailored to
the particular needs of this paper and independently from the
original experiment program of the Dreams4Cars project.

Conversely, the real-world experiments of Dreams4Cars
were focused on the needs of the project and are described
in the public deliverables ‘D5.2 Test methods and met-
rics (public version)’ and ‘D5.3 Evolved agent’, available
at [14] or [65].

Among the many experiments of Dreams4Cars, a group
of activities, called ‘‘simulation fidelity tests’’, was arranged.
They consisted of comparing the actual vehicle to a model in
the loop version (MIL) on the following scenarios: 1) Lane
following and speed adaptation, 2) Car following, 3) Over-
taking a slow vehicle, and 4) Lane change with two stationary
vehicles.

These situations were created on a real test track in mixed
reality, i.e., with the real vehicle, the real test track but

10Inline use of the predictive models can also serve for anomaly detection
and for sensor data filtering.

with emulated obstacles obtained by hallucinating the object
detection module. The mixed reality was useful for reducing
risks, but the primary motivation was to move the obsta-
cles with precise predefined trajectories. The same situations
were recreated in the CarMaker environment (MIL), with the
obstacles moving in the same way and the same test track
geometry. As for the model in the loop vehicle dynamics,
the multi-body model built into CarMaker was instantiated
with parameters values of the actual vehicle known to the
manufacturer.

A significant difference between the Dreams4Cars
real/MIL vehicles and the vehicle model used in this paper
concerns the steering actuator. In Dreams4Cars, the lateral
control of the Jeep Renegade was obtained by adapting the
steering actuator of the lane-keeping assistance function.
As such, the bandwidth was limited, the actuator presented
an appreciable dead zone, and there was some hysteresis
(these would not be present in actuators specifically designed
for autonomous driving). Hence, a model of the steering
actuator was included in the MIL environment. However,
in this paper, the steering actuator is omitted, as if it were
an ideal actuator. This omission is done for clarity because
the actuator dynamics would have confused the dynamics of
the vehicle and made more difficult the comparisons with the
bicycle model and the MPC control in Section IV. The real
andMIL vehicles of Dreams4Cars also presented more noise,
in part because of the steering actuator motor noise and in part
(only for the real vehicle) because of sensory noise.

Apart from this difference, the process used on the real
and MIL vehicles in Dreams4Cars was the same illustrated
here.We first learned the systems forwardmodels, but includ-
ing the actuator dynamics. We used the neural architectures
used here, except that, in input, the steering wheel angle
was replaced by the requested steering wheel angle (input to
the steering actuator). In this way, the network learned the
dynamics of the plant formed by the actuator-vehicle cascade.
Then, the forward models of the real and MIL vehicles were
compared, and a slight, but appreciable, differencewas found.
Distinct inverse models were, hence, trained for the MIL and
real vehicles.11

In the following step, the agent described in [61] drove
both the real and the MIL vehicles according to the control
scheme shown in Section 5.2 of ‘D5.2 Test methods and
metrics (public version)’ or Section 3.1 of ‘D2.3 Report
on the Runtime system (public version)’ (see also [56]).
Accordingly, trajectory planning was carried out by the same
agent with the same logic, but trajectory execution (i.e.,
the conversion from trajectory to requested steering wheel
angle) was tuned to each particular vehicle via the matching
inverse model. Even if the trajectory planning logic was the
same, the final trajectories were different because there were
different execution errors followed by different corrections.

11Where in typical control design, the controller is developed on a vehicle
model and used on the real one; in this case, the inverse network parameters
are adapted to each vehicle by training on the (slightly) different forward
networks.
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FIGURE 17. Trajectories for the real and simulated cases. The black line is
the executed trajectory. The thin coloured lines are planned trajectories at
selected time-steps.

TABLE 11. Trajectory metrics, real vs. simulation case.

As an example, Fig. 17 compares the trajectories of the real
and MIL vehicle in the lane change scenario. This situation is
similar to the situation studied in this paper Section V-D1,
except that in Dreams4Cars the speed was 60 km/h and
the obstacle was detected at the distance of 100 m. So the
maneuver is less extreme and can also be anticipated.
Table 11 reports the same metrics used in Table 9. Since the
evasivemaneuver (before obstacle) is less severe, so the clear-
ance with the left margin is wider in both cases. Conversely,
the clearance with the obstacle is smaller because the re-entry
maneuver is anticipated. If one compares the real and MIL
vehicles, the former shows more undulated trajectories and
more corrections. This is because of the actuator dead zone
and hysteresis (not present in theMIL vehicle). The rootmean
square distance between the two trajectories is 0.294 m. The
coefficient of correlation between the lateral position of the
real vehicle and the MIL vehicle is R2 = 0.96. So, even in
more difficult conditions (noise due to the steering actuator
and sensors of the real vehicle), the method illustrated in this
paper worked on a real vehicle in a way comparable to the
simulation environment.
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